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Long ago, on the 18W forum, Dana and

Richie Hall shared a circuit called VVR.

It was an add-on to the classic WEM/

Marshall 18W amplifier circuit that

allowed amp builders to dial down the

high (350V or so) voltage to as low as

35V. The result: guitar players could

get cranked-amp tone at much lower

room volumes.

The system is similar to the

PowerScaling arrangement that Kevin

O’Connor at www.londonpower.com

created for his amps. In essence, a

handful of support components allow

a high-voltage MOSFET and a pot to

regulate the high voltage supplied to

the amplifier circuit.

After some difficulty

getting hold of VVR boards for

Amp Maker customers, I

created the VCB1 board, made

here in the UK, to do the exact

same thing. There's just a

slightly altered board layout,

but otherwise it's a 100%

compatible drop-in

replacement.

The voltage control board (VCB) lets you dial

down the high voltages inside your cathode-

biased amp to get crunch at all room volumes
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VCB
Installation guide

VCB1 for cathode bias

VCB1 is designed for cathode-biased

amplifiers, like that classic 18W. Other

suitable amplifiers:

• Tweed 5F1 Champ

• Blackface Champ

• Silverface Champ

• Tweed 5E3 Deluxe

• Vox AC4

• Vox AC15

• Vox AC30

• Epiphone Valve Junior

• Marshall 1974X

In fact, VCB is such a useful feature

that when I redeveloped the SE-5a

and PP-18 kits, I included VCB. It’s

built directly into the turret board, so

that it doesn’t need to be retrofitted.

Planning your installation

You need to do some planning ahead:

where to place the MOSFET, board and

pot. And how to minimise any long

cable runs (which increase the risk of

instability and noise).

For these reasons, it’s definitely

worth looking at how other amp

builders and tweakers have added

VCB/VVR into their projects and

classic camps. Search the Net for VVR

and VCB and PowerScaling to get

ideas.
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Decisions, decisions

You will find that the #1 question is

whether you vary the voltage to the

whole amplifier or just the power

section. In the simplest VCB install, the

power supply rail is interrupted just

after the Standby switch (or at the

output of the rectifier if there is no

Standby switch). The connections to

the PCB are:

• B+ input (fixed voltage)

• B+ output (variable voltage)

• Ground

In the Amp Maker colour scheme, I use

black wire for Ground, red wire for B+

input (red=hot) and pink for B+ output

(i.e. pink = slightly less hot). The

diagram of the modified 5E3 (below)

shows the position in the circuit to do

such a simple addition. Here (above,

right) is an example of a VVR

installation in a customer’s WF-55

amplifier.

If you look closely and compare this

to the standard WF-55 layout, you can

see the following changes:

IMPORTANTNOTE: MOSFEThandling!

Before unpacking the VCB kit, you must be aware that

the MOSFET has special handling requirements.

Whereas all components in a conventional valve

amplifier are able to withstand electrostatic shocks,

the internals of the MOSFET cannot.

You could accidentally destroy it with static

electricity that you are unaware you are carrying. This

means that you should not handle it directly until

you're ready to use it, and when you do handle it you

MUST take the precautions mentioned below. Leave it

in the special anti-static bag for as long as possible.

• the red (B+ In) and pink (B+ Out)

wires run from the VCB board round

the edge of the chassis to the

turret board

• the two turrets to which these

wires connect were previously

connected together - this point is

where the power supply has been

interrupted

• there's a new black wire from the

VVR board to the ground lug near

the middle of the chassis

Once installed, the VVR knob controls

the high voltage (B+) supplied to the

whole amplifier circuit. This type of

installation is quick and requires the

least planning.

VCB for power section only

A different approach is to control only

the voltage supplied to the power

amplifier and keep the preamp at full B+

voltage. Some builders prefer this,

feeling that the dynamics of a fully-

scaled amplifier can lead to excess

compression.

I chose this approach for the N5X

and P1800 amplifiers. In the section of

schematic shown (opposite, top), I’ve

focused on just how the VCB addition

affects the power supply. There are a

few things to note:

• C16 and C17 smooth the supply,

which splits into two: one path for

the preamp and the for the VCB

• The VCB circuit is the same six

components, labelled VR6, R25,

R24, Q1, R23 and D2

• An extra diode (D1) stops current

flowing back into the VCB circuit

when the amplifier is switched off

• The preamp is fed by the 'C' node in

the power supply, and the current

path for that completely bypasses

the whole VCB circuit

• The power section is fed the post-

VCB output via the 'A' and 'B' nodes

• There are TWO bleed resistors - one

to drain the capacitors in the power

section and one to drain the

capacitors in the preamp

Note: When you take this approach, the

preamp B+ voltage may actually

increase a little when you minimise the

VCB control. This may seem odd, but

there's a logical explanation. At lower

VCB settings, there's less current

drawn from the power transformer. And

when there’s less current, the

transformer’s output voltage rises. In

normal use, it's a relatively small

increase, but it's worth checking if the

voltage rating of your preamp power

supply capacitors is marginal.

Here’s theVCB

circuit added to

a customer’s WF-

55 amp. It’s a

tight fit, but

manageable if

you scale the

voltages to the

whole amplifier.

A simple installation ofVCB into a 5E3

Tweed Deluxe places the board right

after the first filter capacitor and varies

the voltage to thewhole amplifier.

Varying only the

voltages in the

power section of

an amplifier is

more complicated.
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Building theVCB circuit

Startwith the diode

The smallest component is the tiny

zener diode, which fits more or less in

the centre of the board. This

component has a polarity, so double-

check its orientation: the end with the

darker band is indicated on the white

text and lines printed on the surface of

the VCB PCB. Trim and solder both of

the diode's leads on the underside of

the board.

Add the resistors

Now add the three resistors. It's hard to

mix these up, because the larger power

resistor (R3) doesn't fit in the other two

positions! Note that when you mount

the R3 it's a good idea to leave a little

space between the bottom of the

resistor and the PCB (above, right). This

allows some air to circulate and helps to

avoid heat building up and shortening

the life of the PCB.

TheVCB1 board should take about 20-30minutes to complete. In general, it's
easiest to start by soldering the smaller components and do theMOSFET last.

Adding the pot andwires

The pot that controls the VCB's output

voltage is VR1. There are five holes in

the board for this component - the pot

supplied with your kit will fit three of

them. (The other holes are to allow for

an alternative pot, in case of supply

shortages. So you can ignore the two

unused holes.)

Your VCB kit comes with plenty of

wire to connect to your amplifier circuit

Soldering theMOSFET

The MOSFET handling is covered above.

Basically, you should handle it as little

as possible to reduce the risk of

damaging it with static. Only handle it

when you are:

1. Soldering it to the VCB

2. Sticking the SILPAD insulator to the

tab of the MOSFET

So bear the above in mind and take

proper care. When I'm working I always

have a grounded amplifier chassis

(switched off, but plugged into my

workbench power supply) close by.

Before I handle the MOSFET, I make

sure to touch that chassis.

Before jumping in, clear a space on your workbench.

Unpack all of the components.

Q1 MOSFET (in anti-static bag)

Q1p insulating pad for MOSFET

D1 12.1V 1W zener diode

R1 100kΩ/0.5W resistor

R2 100kΩ/0.5W resistor

R3 10Ω/5W power resistor

VR1 1MΩ linear pot

VR1k control knob for pot

VCB1 printed circuit board

Misc 0.5m of each of red, black and pink wire

M3 mounting hardware

VCBVoltage Control Board: Kit contents Before you start!

Is your amplifier in normal

working order? There is

absolutely no point installing VCB

in an amplifier that already has

undue noise/hum/oscillation

problems. It's important to fix

those problems first, so that

you're starting with a known-

good base to work from. And if

you are planning to drill extra

holes in your chassis (for the

MOSFETmounting and/or VCB

pot), make sure to remove all

metal swarf to avoid the chance

of electrical shorts.

(but try not to use it all!). For

convenience all three wiring points are

brought out on the same side of the

board (see above). In most cases you

will bundle/twist these together and

run them over to the power supply of

the amplifier. The connections are:

1. Black wire for Ground

2. Red wire for B+ in

3. Pink wire for B+ out
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